(quite naturally) examined different mutations that lead ture in the ␤-globin locus revealed, on the one hand, a to some of the controversy between independent studsurprising lack of influence of the locus control region ies. For example, it was shown using a single YAC that (LCR) on overall chromatin sensitivity, and on the other, a 2.3 kb deletion encompassing LCR HS3 has far less a subtlety in the structure of active chromatin that corredeleterious consequences on globin gene expression lates with nonglobin transcription within the locus.
than an analogous deletion of 234 bp defined as the Many of these controversies focus on the in vivo func-"core" of HS3 ( In spite of experimental and conceptual complications was discovered that additional HSs are located even each approach presents, the central questions in ␤-glofurther 5Ј to the five original HSs (Figure 1 ). Individual bin locus gene regulation are fundamental. First, what globin genes, or even the whole cluster of genes in their regulatory properties does the LCR actually confer to natural configuration, are characteristically expressed ␤-locus gene regulation, and do these properties funcat the proper developmental time in transgenic animals tionally effect transcription of the genes? Second, is but at greatly reduced abundance in comparison to endifferential replication timing through the locus in nondogenous globin genes. It was discovered that when erythroid versus erythroid cells a determinant of gene cis-linked to globin genes, the LCR conferred roughly expression, and if so, how? (Neither of the studies rephysiological expression levels in transgenic animals viewed here address this specific issue, so it will not be (Grosveld et al., 1987) . These seminal observations sugfurther explored). Finally, is the differential chromatin gested that earlier globin transgenes failed to express structure detected in erythroid versus nonerythroid cells at high levels simply because they lacked the LCR. a cause or a consequence of globin gene activation, Experimental Systems and if causal, how does it contribute to differential gene We are at a stage in the evolution of this field when regulation? It is this final issue that was the focus of much of our current knowledge and direction is based two recent publications in Molecular Cell ( At its heart, linking is envisioned to be the product of adult erythroid cells (i.e., the primary effect of chromatin suppression dominates a secondary effect of silencer sequential stage-specific binding of transcription factors and chromatin "facilitators" throughout the locus deletion). Clearly there are a host of challenges remaining in (in a topologically unconstrained form) to an array of chromatin elements that initially define the domain to be this field, not the least of which concerns our ability to clearly define the caveats and possible limitations in transcribed (Bulger and Groudine, 1999; Dorsett, 1999). Thus, the proteins bound to a to-be-transcribed locus interpreting each new study within the context of a huge body of existing literature. Lest we become complacent, it's important to remember that each new year for the past three decades has been accompanied by often startling revelations about how globin diseases arise, how the locus is regulated, how LCRs function, and, most recently, how chromatin structure impinges on differential modulation of the genes. The formidable tasks of devising clear distinctions among the possible models, as well as executing defining experiments to distinguish among them, is still a challenge we face daily, and often optimistically.
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